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Market Outlook
There has been a lot of activity this quarter as the recovery from COVID-19 continues and Biden roles out
more of his agenda. With that, digital currency is gaining
more attention as it attempts to make its way into our
market.

the height of the pandemic and “restart pressures” like
supply chain and material shortages.

The Proposed Tax Changes

Q: Why are food and energy not included ?

When Biden laid out his infrastructure priorities, proposed tax changes became a topic of conversation as a
potential source of revenue for the initiative. While adjustments to state and local tax and personal taxes on
the wealthy have been discussed, the most political
support has been for a higher corporate tax rate around
25% (down from the proposed 28%). Still, the political
dynamic is going to be the thing to watch as a higher
corporate tax rate would mean a bigger blow to higher
tax states.

Food and energy prices are more volaille, so while the
Fed does watch them they focus more on a core measure to read the inflation trend.

Even though the uses for the money have bipartisan
support, the scope of funding is still yet to be determined.

Inflation: The Common Questions and
How it is Determined
Q: Why are prices going up if the Fed has said
there is no inflation?
The Fed has agreed that inflation has risen. However, it
is vital to note that the Fed’s target for monetary policy
may be different from your personal inflation rate.
The Fed makes changes to policy off inflation metrics.
Their benchmarks are not affected by rising assets,
housing, or energy either. The goal is to keep sustained
changes in the level of prices and not so much on the
price of single items or services. These prices are
raised periodically all at one time rather than over time.
The consumer price index is over 2% now on a yearover-year basis and the Fed says transitory factors are
the reason for the increase. These transitory factors include “base effects” due to low inflation last year during

With these benchmarks, it is unlikely that the recent
surge will change the Fed's stance on increasing interests rates.

Q: What if inflation rises on a sustained basis?
If this were to happen, the Fed can constrict policy by
raising short-term interest rates sooner than expected
or through a reduction in the pace of monthly asset purchases. These moves can cause economic growth to
slow.

What is Digital Currency?
Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dogecoin
are considered digital assets but their use as mediums
of exchange are limited. They can be used to purchase
a small portion of goods and services but have two big
considerations: high associated transaction fees and
possible dramatic changes in daily value. Some prefer
using these as they improve efficiency and prevent user
costs, but they do not offer protections like a bank account would.
Over the past several years, the Fed has been weighing
the risks and benefits of digital currencies. They are expected to publish a paper this summer with their findings. That being said, cryptocurrencies are not going to
replace the dollar but do expect them to stick around.
.Questions

If you have any questions about the proposed tax
changes, inflation, or digital currency please reach out
to our team.
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Economic Snapshot
The US economic recovery should remain strong as the pandemic recedes, with a shift in consumer spending
(from goods to services). Job growth should be robust, but the usual labor market frictions will be amplified by
the speed of recovery. Higher inflation should be transitory, moderating as supply bottlenecks clear up, but
pressures could be more severe and last longer, possibly leading to a sustained increase in inflation expectations. The Fed is not expected to raise short-term interest rates for sometime, but is likely to taper the monthly
pace of asset purchases later this year or in early 2022.
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